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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 29/06/2009 :  23:49:03  

Courtesy of Humboldt and the fab DustysGotSoul YouTube channel
here is Dusty's TV premier with the Springfields but she's singing a solo
number . A true golden Dusty nugget that I've never seen or heard

before. Oooh that utterly gorgeous Dusty Voice that was there from
Day 1 and that I'll always, always love. WoW!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiHFl-7son8

Thank you John/Humboldt. Thank you DustysGotSoul. Oh this is so
great and it's such a high quality transfer. I hope we see it on a
commercial DVD soon

Memphis
Ever since we met...

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  01:16:38    

Truly amazing! 

Many thanks from me too. 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

MissDustyFanatic
Where am I going?

USA
2606 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  03:13:26      

Wow. Many many thanks! And I never thought I'd hear a 'new' Dusty
song again!!

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  03:45:31  

Ditto!

Marty

quote:

Originally posted by MissDustyFanatic

Wow. Many many thanks! And I never thought I'd hear a 'new' Dusty
song again!!
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"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  06:04:05        

That was great!...thanks for posting the link Memphis!

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  08:04:38  

Wonder what the Carribbean song about Liza was?

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  08:14:24  

Really pleased that this has turned up on YouTube. A few years back it
was shown as part of a Dusty evening at the NFT and everyone had a
big smile on their face watching it . Sometime after that, Fraser got

hold of a bad copy of the whole show, (maybe even two shows) which
I have somewhere on video. This is much, much better quality though.
I'll dig the video out and check what all the songs were.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  08:50:46  

Ta for transferring this to its own thread Melanie..

As I said last night, I was afraid that some of 'us' might miss it.

It is a piece of Dusty musical history, and thanks to John and Dusty
Got Soul for sharing it in the first place..

I think its SIMPLY fab!..I just wish it hadn't been cut off in its prime...
D'ya think the 'boys' joined in?...or not?...

Carole R xx

dancer8595
Little by little

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  09:59:29  

Oh, this is amazing to see, and in such good quality too. Dusty was
always very well-spoken but I love the way that in footage prior to her
solo career her vowels are just a little bit plummier!

This is indeed a little piece of music history, and confirms that her
gorgeous voice was in place from the beginning. Fabulous. Thank you
so much for posting this - it's very possible that I wouldn't have come
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United Kingdom
690 Posts

across it on YouTube myself!

Rosie x

"she's a sweetheart except when she's moody/it's hard to get through
to her then..."

trek007
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1100 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  10:28:37  

So good that this has turned up on U tube and now on LTD.

It brings back such 60's memories.

Trek.
often called Carole.

wally
Little by little

855 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  13:21:40  

Love it, thanks for posting. Like Carole I remember this from the NFT
evening and would love the entire show in my collection.

Wally x

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  17:58:12    

That was a real treat :)
And even at that very early stage in her career, I think you have to
admit that it was clear there was something different and quite special
about Dusty..

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  18:59:07  

So good to see this again, a gem indeed! Thank you to all concerned.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

Sara
I’ll try anything

1163 Posts

Posted - 30/06/2009 :  20:22:56  

Awwwwww, thankyou for this!

Sara x

Michael Muccino Posted - 30/06/2009 :  22:18:32
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Little by little

USA
634 Posts

Posted  30/06/2009 :  22:18:32

Wow!!!!! Really great! Thanks, Memphis. And thanks
John, how did you dig that one up? Fantastic!

Michael

"Ever since we met you've had a hold on me."

Sarah
Little by little

220 Posts

Posted - 02/07/2009 :  21:09:57  

Absolutely fantastic- thank you so much Memphis for posting the link!

boztiggs
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3367 Posts

Posted - 02/07/2009 :  22:22:47    

Oh how wonderful!! Its just there isnt it? everything we love about her
voice is just there, from day one

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray
ill see him soon oh-oh"

Michael Muccino
Little by little

USA
634 Posts

Posted - 04/07/2009 :  14:25:09  

BTW, several years later, there was a TV commercial
made to that tune. I just can't think of the product
right now.

*M*

"Ever since we met you've had a hold on me."
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